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Kaplan Manages WVBC,
Promises Varied Programs
The executive board of radio
station WVBC recently announced the appointment of
Alan Kaplan to the postion of
station manager for the coming
year. Assisting the station manager are Nancy Fuller as business manager, James Zepp as
program director, and Joan Williams as secretary.

By Subscription

Bean Chooses Staff
For 1956-7 'Student'
Trafton Challenges Democratic Names Harlow,
Tax Policies In Cit Lab Speech Levine, Hamm,
Speaking before the Citizen- the cost of the platform pro- Gero And King

Expands Program
A native of Great Neck.
N. Y.. Kaplan was formerly
business manager. He states
that the programming is being
expanded to include a broader
variety of interests.
Alan Cook will serve as chief
engineer while David Hessler is
technical engineer. Clifford Bax-1
ter is in charge of public relations and special events.
Outlines Plans
The station now features one
hour of classical music every to have exchange shows with
evening from 9 to 10 p. m. and other college radio stations.
a drama show on Friday evenWVBC already owns a large
ings. Plans are underway to selection of records and is rebroadcast an interview with ceiving promotional records
Governor Muskie in the near from five companies. The station
future.
designed a new control room
Plans are also being made to that the speech department is
relay the Bates-Bowdoin base- currently installing.
ball game from Brunswick and
Kaplan realizes that the transmission could be greatly improved but a major change is
impossible at present because of
lack of funds.

College Mourns
Kimball's Death

ship Laboratory Thursday after- gram," stated Trafton.
The 1956-57 editorial staff of
noon Willis A. Trafton, Jr., can- Mentions Estimates
the
STUDENT was announced
didate for the Republican nomiHe then mentioned that many
nation for governor of Maine, guesses have been made as to the last week by editor-in-chief
charged the Democrats with a de- cost of the projects if they were Richard Bean. The new staff asliberate attempt to mislead the put into effect. Seth Low, State sumes its duties with this week's
issue. The new managing editor,
Maine public.
Senator from Rockland, has esti- Robert Hnrlov/, who replaces
Trafton announced before be- mated that an additional nine
Lawrence Evans, advances from
ginning his talk that he was try- million dollars a year would be
his position as news editor. He
ing an experiment by presenting spent.
served as a reporter for two
a partisan campaign speech to
Trafton then asserted that as- years.
the students. He hoped they suming the estimate to be two
Mary Kay Rudolph, named
would analyze the talk as voters million dollars off either way,
senior associate editor, will asand would comment and ask and even though there would be
sume her duties next fall when
questions at the end of the increased money from revenues,
she returns from the nursing
speech.
"the Democrats may have only program at New England Baptist
four million dollars to pay a Hospital. Miss Rudolph became
Attacks Platform
The candidate then proceeded seven million dollar bill they in- an assistant news editor and later
an associate editor as a sophoto attack the Democrats on the tend to incur."
more. She was editor-in-chief of
grounds that the party advocated Notes Challenge
spending more money for state
The
Republican
candidate her high school paper, the
services, but opposed any tax in- noted that he had attacked the Sachem, in Middleboro, Mass.
creases.
Democrats' at a meeting last Names Gero. Hamm
Bean named Wilma Gero and
"Additional spending for such week on charges of a two-faced
provisions as higher state subsi- approach to the problem. Their Miriam Hamm as associate edi"Why tors. They were both assistant
dies for schools, greater old age reply was. he said,
assistant payments, and annual shouldn't there be doube-talk?" news editors during the past year
appropriations for highway con- j Trafton asserted that at a re- and had previously been report(Continucd on page eight)
struction would greatly increase
ers for two years. Miss Gero was
managing editor of the Miller at
Millburn, N. J., High School. At
Arlington, Mass., High School,
I Miss Hamm was girls' sports ediJ tor of the Chronicle.
Previously reporters for the
STUDENT, Catherine Jarvis and
play is Robert Hvlan. In biology, Christopher Ives have been apheat.
;
pointed news editors. Miss Jarvis
Stanley
Ellingwood
is in Nancy Mills '? n charge of prepwas senior editor of the Brunsarations.
E.cnwiis
are
planned
by
charge of the geology exhibition.
wick High School Orbla Review.
Kirk
Watson
and
Robert
McRfee,
Displays of specific subjects are
At St. Croix High School in
headed by Jane Lippincott, his- physiology; Donald Ginand, ecolWoodlawn, Ives was editor of the
ogy;
and
Dorothy
Halbert
and
torical geology; Judith Perley,
Gem.
Patricia
Carmichael.
botany.
physical and structural geology;
Appoints Copy Editor
and David Wilkinson, petrology
Also in biology are Arthur
Named copy editor, Anne RidKarszes, zoology; Anthony Par- ley worked as a reporter with
mineralogy.
Lawrence Beer is planning the rinello, anatomy; Lucien Thi- the two previous staffs. Miss
economic geology display, while bault, histology; Richard Short, Ridley was on the literary staff
Paige Scoville prepares one on embryology; and Joan McGuire, of the Tripod, the yearbook at
microbiology, and Martin Breck- Thornton Academy in Saco.
mineralogy.
Chairman of the chemistry dis- er. genetics.
Editor Bean appointed Irene
Frye and Howard Kunreuther as
associate copy editors. Miss Frye
has served as a reporter for the
STUDENT and wrote for the
yearbook at Burlington, Vt., High
School. Kunreuther, the only
freshman appointed to the staff,
was a reporter under the outgoing staff, and also for the Great
Neck, N. Y., High School Guidepost.
Delegated sports editor, Norman Levine will be assisted by
(Continued on page eight)

Scientists Prepare Exhibition;
Feature Displays, Experiments

Last Thursday Lawrence D.
Kimball, assistant professor of
French and Spanish at Bates,
died at the age of 55 in a Lewiston nursing home.
A facuty member since 1937,
The triennial Science Exhibit
Professor Kimball's students remember him as a professor who will be held from 7 to 10 p. m. on
took a great interest in their April 19 and 20 in Carnegie Sciproblems and had a true under- ence Hall and Hedge Laboratory.
standing of them as individuals.
The exhibit, sponsored by Jordan-Ramsdell Scientific Society
Elected President
Born in Maine on June 4, 1901, and Lawrance Chemical Society,
will be conducted to show repreKimball was graduated from Bates
sentatives from the 70 invited
in 1922. He married Beatrice Milliken, the daughter of ex-gover- secondary schools what is done
in college science courses. The
nor Carl E. Milliken, in 1929.
program will include labeled disAfter studying at the New plays, specimens, and demonstraYork University School of Life tions.
Insurance, he became president
of the New Hampshire Associa- Chairmen Exhibit
General chairmen of the entire
tion of Life Underwriters in 1930.
exhibit are James Riopel and
From 1936-1937 Kimball studied Robert Hylan. Chairman of the
at the Sorbonne Ecole de Prepa- methematics department's disration at Paris and in 1937 re- play is Sylvia Small. This departceived a master of arts degree.
ment's propects were planned by
Joan Gibson, charts and linkages;
Taught In Penn.. Conn.
Before coming to Bates he Donald Flagg, simultaneous caltaught at Bellofinti Academy in culations; and Robert Taylor,
Pennsylvania, at the Hotchkiss polar planimeter.
Rachel Collins heads the geolSchool in Connecticut, and at
ogy
display while David Olney
Gould Academy in Bethel.
is
planning
the light exhibit.
In 1942 he became an assistant
professor at Bates residing in Conducting demonstrations are
Bethel, where he took a great Walter Taft, electronics; Jill Farr,
interest in his garden and farm. electricity; Joseph Gibbs, meHe studied summers at Middle- chanics; and David Lemieux,
sound.
bury College.
In the same department are
Funeral services held in the
Paul
Perry and David Colby,
Chapel last Sunday were con-j
ducted by Dean Harry W. Rowe modern physics; Richard Bryant,
and the Rev. Carl A. McAllister. photography; David Campbell,
Kimball leaves his widow and a astronomy; James Kyed, surveyson, Lawrence, of Kirksville, ing; Mary Hudson, radiation, detection; and Betty Ann Morse,
Missouri.

Notice

(1. to r.) Co-chairmen Bob Hylan and Jim Riopel discuss
plans for the triennial Science Exhibit. (Photo Schmid, Perley)

Students interested in becoming staff photographers or
cartoonists for the
Bates
STUDENT are asked to contact editor-in-chief Richard
Bean or a member of the editorial staff. There are also
openings for news reporters.
No experience is necessary.
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Rob Players

Schaeffer Selects Heads,
Chooses Additional Cast
Committee chairmen and additional members of the cast
of the Robinson Players' April 26, 27 and 28 production of
"Top of the Ladder" have recently been announced by Prof.
Lavinia M. Schaeffer.
Anne Berkelman will portray
Jasmine while Regina Abbiati
will play Millie. Richard Bryant
has been selected to play Mr.
Wingate, and George Pickering,
Mr. Tyrell.
The part of Mr. Lyons will be
acted by Eugene Peters. Rounding out the cast will be the
other guests at the celebration,
played by Judith Granz, Patricia Richmond, Benedict Mazza,
and Kenneth Harris.
Announce Committees
Professor Schaeffer also announced backstage committees
for the play. Chairman of the
prompters is Penelope Thompson. Assisting her are Lois
Ginsberg, Barbara Uretsky, Eugene Peters, Alison Mann and
Patricia
Richmond.
Publicity
will be handled by chairman
Patricia Burke, assisted by Barbara Stetson. Joan Thome, Mary
Olive Spiller. Charles Maggiore,
Patricia
Carmichael.
Edith
Wurm. Sonja Anderson and Sue

'Snowmen' Play For
Frosh Dance; Create
Underwater Theme
"Neptune's Kingdom" will be
presented by the class of '59 at
8 p. m. on April 21 at Chase
Hall. Phyllis Hogarth and David
Smith are co-chairmen.
Special lighting and decorations symbolizing
"Neptune's
Kingdom" will create an underwater atmosphere. "The Snowmen" from Northeastern University will provide music for dancing.
Features Quartet
A freshman quaret will be
featured as part of the entertainment, and refreshments will
be served. Admission is $1.50 per
couple.
Committees for the dance include: decorations, Beverly Paul
and Louis Brown; publicity, Linda Tanner and Thomas Hawkins;
tickets, Kathleen Hager and
Dwight Haynes; refreshments,
Mary Foster and Howard Kunreuther; and entertainment, Regina Abbiati and Paul Snow.

Hudson.
MacCrae Miner will head the
makeup committee. Working
with her will be Jane Willard,
Margaret Sharpe, Janice Sylvester, Nancy Nightingale, Cynthia
Johnson, Elaine Jeffries, Muriel
Wolloff, Sally Morris, and James
Parham.
Assist Campbell
Helping lighting chairman David Campbell will be Jill Farr,
Marie Mills, Winifred Buhl,
Joyce Conant, Owen Wood, Sandra Johnson, Mathy Doval, Joanna Witham, Linda Tanner,
James Perham and Bonnie Richman.
Sets will be constructed by
John Lovejoy with the assistance
of Judith Granz, Nancy Goldberg. William Christian, Helen
Wilbur. James Parham, Barbara
Madsen, Margery Pittsinger and
Carol Malaguti.
Heading the properties committee will be Marilyn Miller,
Governor Edmund S. Muskie
while Thelma Pierce will be in will speak tomorrow afternoon in
charge of costumes.
Citizenship Laboratory.
Graduated cum laude from
Bates in 1936, Muskie received
his LL.B. degree from Cornell
in 1939. Following military service and several years in law
selm's and losing only to Connpractice, he was elected to the
ecticut.
State Legislature in 1946, beNegative Beats MIT
coming Minority Floor Leader in
On the negative of the guaran- 1948.
teed annual wage topic. Grant
In 1954 he defeated then GovReynolds and Robert Gidez de- ernor Burton M. Cross in an upfeated MIT and lost to Rhode
set victory to become the first
Island, Maine, and Brandeis. Democratic governor of the state
The Maine team to which Bates
in 20 years.
lost later faced Dartmouths negative in the final debate event. Seeks Reelection
Muskie announced his candiMiss Fedor, who read from
Amy Lowell's "Lilacs" and from dacy for reelection a few weeks
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Jul- ago. Among Republicans seeking
iet", triumphed over three rival to oppose him in the September
finalists representing MIT, Emer- elections is House Speaker Willson, and Dartmouth. Speaking on is A. Trafton, who addressed the
"Competition in the Market' Laboratory last week.
Governor Muskie spoke at
Place of Ideas", Miss McLin was
Commencement
last year, receivedged in the oratory finals by
Kevin Forsberg of MIT. Evans ing an honorary degree at the
placed fifth in extemporaneous exercises.

Governor Talks
Before Cit Lab

Fedor Wins At Speech Festival;
Debaters Divide Eight Decisions
Virginia Fedor last Saturday
captured the New England interpretative reading championship at the New England Forensic Conference Festival held at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester, Mass.
Bates debaters split eight decisions in the debate events of
the festival, while Kay McLin
placed second in oratory. Miss
McLin and Lawrence Evans on
the affirmative won three of
four contests, beating WPI, New
Britain Teachers', and St. An-

Calendar
Today
Spear Speaking Contest, 2
p. m., Little Theatre
Stu-G Old - New Board banquet, 6 p. m., Women's
Union
Tomorrow
Lambda Alpha, 4-8 p. m.,
Women's Union
Faculty Roundtable, 8 p. m.,
Chase Hall
Saturday
CA movie, 6:45 and 9 p. m.,
Pettigrew Hall
Sunday
Dr. Miriam Van Waters, 2
p. m., Pettigrew Hall
Monday
Senior - Sophomore party, 7
p. m., Rand Hall
Senior Class meeting, 6 p. m.,
Pettigrew Hall
Tuesday
CA monthly meeting, 7:80
p. m., Chase Hall

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Edward Little
chorus

High

School

Listening Room
Today
2-4 p. m.
Tomorrow
2-4 p. m.
Sunday
2-5 p. m.
Monday
7:30-9:30 p. m.
Tuesday
2-4 p. m.
Wednesday
2-4 p. m.

speaking.
Prof. Ryland H. Hewitt accompanied the speakers and acted as
critic-judge during the festival
on Friday and Saturday.

CA Shows Academy
Award-Winning Film
The CA Film Commission will
present "All the King's Men" at
6:45 and 9 p. m. Saturday in Pettigrew Hall. Based on Robert
Penn Warren's Pulitzer Prizewinning novel, the film portrays
the rise and fall of a political
demagogue.
Starring Broderick Crawford
and Mercedes McCambridge, the
movie received the 1949 Academy Awards for best production.

Alumni Fund Total Increases;
College Receives Special Gifts
Over $20,000 has already been
contributed to the 1956 Alumni
Fund, a report by the Bates
Alumni Office revealed recently.
With nearly $20,700 given by
alumni and friends of the college this year, less than $19,400
is needed to reach the fund goal
of $40,000 by mid-June. At this
time last year only $18,563 had
been received.
Alumni Contribute
To date 28 percent of the living Alumni have contributed to
the Fund, five percent better
than at this time a year ago. One
hundred percent of the members
of three classes have contributed, while twelve have received

Dr. Van Waters
Speaks Sunday
At CA Meeting
Dr. Miriam Van Waters, superintendent of the Massachusetts
Reformatory
fq,r Women at
Framingham, Mass., will speak
at 2 p. m. Sunday in Pettigrew
Hall. The noted penologist, who
has held this position since 1932,
has been active in the field of
progressive criminal rehabilitation for many years. All students
are invited to attend the address.
Dr. Van Waters was the center
of a famous controversy in 1949
when Massachusetts officials
sought to remove her from her
position as superintendent because of her revolutionary practices used in caring for inmates.
The action against her was unsuccessful.

money from fifty percent of their
members.
Last year contributions totaling $40,028 were received from
a record 56.1 percent of the
alumni.
Alumni funds in the past have
helped to provide scholarships
for worthy students and have
played an important part in
keeping the tuition below that of
many
similar
institutions
throughout the country.
Describes Income Plan
Speaking of the Alumni Fund,
President Charles F. Phillips
said, "The annual giving by
Bates Alumni to their college
has played an important part in
keeping up the high caliber of a
Bates education."
President Phillips has announced that the college has received $33,000 in gifts and bequests in the first three months
of this year. Of this, $16,000 is
for scholarships, and $5,000 is
for the new women's dormitory.
Part of the funds were received through the new life income plan. Under this plan, donors receive income on contributions made to Bates. At their
death, the money becomes part
of the permanent endowment oC
the college.
Invisible Marking at

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
George W. Tufts, Mgr.
High Quality

Dry Cleaning
SAME DAY SERVICE
If In By 9 a. m.

States Case
Next to Lewiston Post Office
Concerning the case, writer
193
Middle St.
Dial 2-6001
Edwin J. Lukas stated at the
time, "To Dr. Van Waters'
friends and to many American
penologists her case is a dramatic expression of the conflict between progressive penology
We specialize in
which experiments with techBIRTHDAY CAKES
niques for the individualized reand
habilitation of inmates of instiPASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
tutions, and outmoded, cynical
For Parties
penology, which is anchored rigDelivery Upon Request
idly to the concept of repression
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
and to punishment."
54 Ash Street
actor and actress. It also won two
of the New York Film Critics
Awards.
"Henry Moore," a short subWED. - THURS.: "FEMALE ON
ject concerning a concerning a
THE BEACH," Joan Crawford,
contemporary English sculptor
Jeff Chandler; "TOP OF THE
will accompany the feature film.
WORLD," Dale Robertson,
Evelyn Keyes
FRI. - SAT: "THE SPOILERS,"
Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler;
FOR THE BEST
"TARGET ZERO,"
Richard
IN CLOTHES
Conte, Peggie Castle
SUN. - TUES.: "GENTLEMEN
VISIT
MARRY BRUNETTES," Jane
Lewiston
83
Lisbon
St.
TONY
Russell, Jeanne Crain;
"INDIAN FIGHTER,"
Kurt
FOURNIER'S
Douglas

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

— R I T Z —

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 LUbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

LUIGGI'S PIZZERIA

STRAND

— EMPIRE —

Thurs. - FrL - Sat.

ALL THIS WEEK

"Three Bad Sisters"

CR0S8/-0CQNH0R
J£AHMAIR£

Maria English
John Bromfield

— Features —

"Alias John Preston"

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.

WHQ

MM

DONALD

PM't

GAYtiOR-HARRIS*

To Eat Hers and to Take Out

"The Lone Ranger"

Tel. 2-0701

COMING ALL NEXT WEEK

Cor. Horlon and Sabattua Sts.

Craton Moore
Say Silverheels

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

"They Who Died"

JOHN WAYNE
SUSAN HAYWARD

Dick Bogard

"The Conqueror"
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Coram Display Features Work
Of Forrest Orr, Maine Artist

Laconia High Wins
Bates League Title
At Annual Tourney

Currently on display in Coram Library are the waterLaconia High School won the
color paintings of Forrest Orr. The artist, a native of New Hampshire Bates League
Harpswell, Maine, attended the Portland School of Art and debating championship for the
the Art Student's League in New York.
second straight year Saturday at
During the early part of his
career he drew political and
sports cartogn.s for the Portland
Press Herald. Since then his
works have appeared in books
and magazines. Amonj; the prizes
he has won is the Hans obst
Purchase Prize of the American
Watercolor Society.
Lifts Organizations
He is a member of the American Watercolor Society, the Boston Society of Watercolor Painteres, the Maine Watercolor So-

Stu-G Installs New
Board At Banquet
The old-new board banquet
will be held at six o'clock tonight
in the Women's Union. Attending
the event will be the Stu-G board
of the past year, including all
proctors; the newly-elected board
and proctors for 1956-57; Dean
Hazel Clark; Stu-G advisers; and
house mothers.
The purpose of the annual affair is to summarize the activities
of the Student Government during the year, to acquaint newcomers with the functions of StuG, and to give all present a
chance to get together socially.
Retiring President Diane Felt
will summarize reports from the
various Stu-G committees, highlighting each activity by displaying a pictorial calendar of the
major events of the year. Following this, Barbara Prince new StuG president, will speak.

ciety and is also secretary ot' the
Guild of Boston Artists.
One of Orr's most outstanding
paintings is that of the Old North
Church of Boston which now
hangs in President Eisenhower's
office at his Gettysburg farm.
Some of his notable pictures in
the library display include "Ships
in Wiscasset", "Spuce in Woods",
and "Islands".
Many of Orr's paintings depict
familiar Maine scenes. Among
these are his "Ships in Wiscasset"
which pictures an era in Maine
coast commerce coming between
the square riggers and clipper
ships and later steamships Other
pictures showing boats are those
called "Seiners' Dories No. 2 and
No. 3" which were painted from
another boat in the still waters
of early morning and show fishermen at work.

D'Alfonso Lectures
On Christian Ethics
Dr. Joseph D'Alfonso is presenting a series of four lectures
on "The Application of Jesus'
Ethics to the Problems of Today",
in the Portland Council of
Churches' University of Life
series.
Held at the State Street Congregational Church, the program
consists of concurrent lectures on
three different topics, followed by
a joint worship service. The series started last Sunday and will
continue until April 29.

the League's annual tournament
held at Bates. Manchester Central
High received second place, and
Concord, third.
Robert Johnson of Laconia and
Michael Wolfson of Manchester
tied for best speaker in the tourney, and received $250 scholarships to Bates.
Award Trophy
Laconia received possession of
the League trophy, while Laconia
and Manchester debaters were Willis A. Trafton Jr. (r), candidate for Maine governorship,
awarded medals by Prof. Brooks chats with Dr. Donovan before addressing Citizenship
Quimby, director of the debate. Laboratory.
Members of the winning team
included Mary Sattan and Wilbur
Sims, affirmative, and William
Bissar and Robert Johnson, negative.
Topic for debate was the quesThe 1956-57 Student Council murals.
tion, "Resolved: that government held its first meeting Wednesday
Martin and Blaisdell will work
scholarships should be granted evening. The new Council ap- on the campus relations commitaccording to need to all high ! pointed committee heads for the tee; Gardiner and Pickard, Chase
school graduates who qualify for [ coming year,
Hall, and Kunze, sub-freshman
additional training."
They include: Robert Kunze committee.
Members of the faculty and and George Gardiner, freshman
varsity debaters served as judges, rules; David Smith, Willard Mar- Plan Dorm Meetings
Students interested in working
while speech students and fresh- tin, Orrin Blaisdell, mayoralty;
on freshman rules are asked to
man debaters acted as chairmen
Harry Bennert
and Smith, see any member of the council.
and timekeepers.
chapel; and Benedict Mazza, ex- The board discussed plans to
Maine Schools Debate
tra-curricular activities.
have the trophy case for tournaOn Friday and Saturday, the
ment winners put in the library.
Maine championship of the Bates Select Committees
League will be decided at semiServing on the commons com- Men wishing to be proctors
final and final rounds of debate. mittee will be James Pickard: should apply to the Council beSchools reaching the semi-finals smoker committee, Bennert and fore May 1.
include Thornton, Berwick, and Philip Main; Bates Conference
The Council passed a motion to
Lincoln academies; and John I committee, Blaisdell, Gardiner, I hold dorm meetings every three
Bapst, Houlton, St. Dominic, Wa- jand Mazza. Smith and Pickard 1 weeks in order to discuss council
terville,
Lewiston,
Cheverus, I are in charge of the Sampson Imatters with the men.
Portland Brewer, and Old Town Fund. Kunze heads the rally I Main and Mazza were appointhigh schools.
I committee, and Main the intra-1
(Continued on page four)

1956-57 Stu-C Board Organizes
Committees For Coming Year

YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE!

WIN

hct& til jfiOA/Ot C/0U lA/CMti/

WINSTON
TASTES GOOD I

■ As the most popular new brand in cigarette history, Winston gives
college smokers something special. It's flavor — the full, rich, tobacco flavor
you want in a cigarette. Along with finer flavor, Winston also brings you
a finer filter that works so well the flavor really gets through. Try Winston!
m. J.

FH

VNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEM. N. C.

WINSTON
the, miu-djwjjjiMa
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Scenery, Spotlights Lend
Magic Touch To 'Ladder'

Editorials

Congratulations and best
wishes to engaged: Marcia
Rosenield and Bill Baker,
Paint brushes, dyes, boards,
Ellie Brill and BUI Clark.
As Sylvia Perfetti and her retiring staff "silently steal
and
more paint brushes scattered
Jean Hobbs and Bob Vanaway," the new STUDENT staff proceeds haltingly with its
profusely about the floor of the
dale, and Carol St. Jean and
new duties "every step with caution feeling." With mixed
Little Theatre forced your reRay Becerra.
porter
to resort to hop-scotch
feelings of eager anticipation and uneasy brand-newness
Some people like to wait unwe take over the reigns of responsibility, the eighty-third til the last gun is fired and that's tactics to gain the inner sanctum
for this "Top of the Ladder" ineditorial staff of the Bates STUDENT since its beginning exactly what one senior psych interview. Anne Berkelman
major
did
last
Friday
when
she
in 1873.
marched triumphantly in to her and her aids were happy to "diThe editorial policy of the paper will see no basic 1:15 psych class at 2 p. m. with vulge and propagate" on the
changes in the coming year although a stronger stand will thesis clutched securely in hand. subject at hand — the play's
scenery.
be taken on controversial campus issues. If at times we
Most of the Bates students
Key Note Impressionism
couldn't wait to get home for
assume something of a crusading air in this column, it is
spring
vacation
but
one
of
"The scenery," said Anne,
because the editor feels that presentation of facts alone is
the boys just couldn't seem
"consists of five simple items
not enough. Carefully considered opinion and suggestions
to get away. Under the tine
foremost of which is 'the quilt'."
for solutions are helpful to supplement them. Unless
direction (or confusion) of
This quilt is symbolic of the
initialed editorials will reflect the opinion of the editor-infive girl passengers he found
pattern of life and extends from
himself half way to Augusta
one corner of the stage, where
chief.
before he realized that New
it is being sewn by a Fate all
Vote of Thanks
York was in the other direcduring the play, all around the
Before the members of the outgoing staff steal too far
tion. One flat tire and a
whole rear of the stage where it
couple of hours later they
forms a background in front of
away and become known simply as "last year's staff" we
were on their merry way
which all the action takes place.
want to extend to them, and particularly to Sylvia Perfetti,
again, waving goodbye . to
All-important Spotlight
our thanks for their time and patience in preparing us for
Lewision — this time headThe stage is divided into three
our new positions. As unrewarding a task as it may have
ed towards New York. Anysections by spotlights. The left
seemed to them, we truly appreciate their help. If we are
one for a road map?
Seniors from Whittier House hand third of the stage is the
able to maintain for the STUDENT the quality of the past
business office with a large desk
year's issues we will feel that we have not let them down. have instituted a new sport re- as its bit of scenery.
cently. It consists of racing paper
The center of the stage is the
boats in the puddles in front of
chapel. At present it is an intra- nursery consisting of a table,
mural sport only, but with co- while the right of the stage is
devoted to Birdie's house and
In his evaluation of Bates, as published in the March issue operation and interest it may consists of a couch. From this
well become one of the big
of the college Bulletin, Dean Emeritus Harry J. Carman of sports in the Maine series.
simplicity of scenery we see
Columbia University stated, "I would suggest that relations
why "impressionistic" is concedDon't go slaughtering
ed the only fitting description for
[between administration and students] can be improved by
Lewiston cows if you're
the setting.
looking
for
tapeworms!
having faith in each other and sitting down together and
What
does
anyone
want
with
Five-Color Scheme
discussing the pros and cons of every question or problem
a tapeworm, you ask? Ask
So, in all that scenery is, as
where students and faculty do not see eye to eye." While
Janie Reinaultl She and
usual, constructed right in the
other of Dean Carman's recommendations are now being
some of her lab-rat friends
little theatre itself in this case
put into effect, such as the elimination of some courses, we
visited the local slaughterthe simplicity of "Top of the
house, and watched practihope that this very important one is not to be neglected.
Ladder's impressionistic scenery
cally the entire gory process.
greatly eases the task.
Students Seek Good Relations
They came away with weak
Grey, blue, lavender, pink, and
stomachs, some warm cows'
During the past year Student Council has worked hard
hooves, but NO parasites!
to do its part toward improving student-administration reMaybe this proves Lewiston
lations. It has painstakingly sought out student gripes and
cows are healthy.
problems, evaluated these carefully and fairly, and tried to

|

Eighty-Third Takes Over

Wanted: Effective Cooperation

work out solutions with members of the administration.
The Council has shown understanding and patience in a
task which has at times been highly discouraging.
During the next year the STUDENT will strive to do its
part also, by serving as an organ of expression for rational
opinion and objective presentation of issues. Editorials and
letters-to-the-editor we hope will serve as a sounding board
for prevalent attitudes on campus among both students and
administration.
Administration Can Help
With the Student Council, the STUDENT, and other
campus organizations attempting to meet Dean Carman's
suggestion, it is now up to the administration to do its part.
We recognize, of course, that the Bates Conference Committee, for example, is an attempt to bring faculty-administration and students into closer cooperation but this is not
enough. Few students realize such a group exists, and it does
little to dispel vague and inaccurate rumor.
Only by bringing issues out into the open and freely
looking at both sides of them can we arrive at satisfactory
solutions. For this reason, we ask the members of the administration to feel free to use the STUDENT at any time
to express their views and to clarify points and issues about
which students are misinformed or lack information. Thus
students will be able to receive facts about "the other side"
of an issue. In this way a real step will have been made toward fulfilling Dean Carman's suggestion.
Will Problem Be Ignored?
Most students go through their four years at Bates unaware, and not knowing how to find out why and how the
administration sets forth or perpetuates its policies. The
impression received, as untrue and misleading as it possibly
may be, is that the administration does not want the students to know what it is doing.
A policy of ignoring the antiadministration attitude held
by so many students as being irrational and juvenile may
have some basis for defense, but such a policy fails to recognize that there do exist underlying causes for such attitudes. We hope that while Dean Carman's suggestions for
improvement are being considered, the very vital one concerning student-administration relations will not be brushed
aside. It is of much more than minor importance.

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
The campus awaits with pleasure the publication of the "Prudent", when students are provided with an opportunity to engage in friendly spoofing of college institutions and traditions.
Because of the
essentially
friendly tone of the "Prudent",
therefore, it was unfortunate
that an article in the recent edition seemed so inconsistent with
the purpose of the publication.
However much we may disagree
with the views of members of
the faculty and administration,
there is no excuse for indulging
in ridicule. We should all be
ashamed that such remarks
should have found their way into
print.
(Name Withheld)

"Bates

black are the only colors you
will see in the entire production.
The scenery has been worked on
a great deal to fulfill this basic
reqquirement alone so that everything, quilt, desk, tables,
chairs — the works, will fit into
this five color scheme.
Dave Campbell Assists
To create the illusions and impressions desired of the play,
much clever integration of forces
has been accomplished between
Anne Berkelman and Dave
Campbell. Dave, who must
through his capacity as lighting
director clarify, accent, and interpret the actions on the stage
for the audience does his job
very well.
Basically, he does this three
fold job by the tone of light, the
directing of light, and the quantity or brightness of light. The
accenting of a situation is exemplified by the spotlighting on
the section of the stage in which
that action is occurring while
leaving the other two sections in
either darkness or dimmed obscurity.
Various Lighting Tricks
Interpretation is accomplished,
for example, through the tone of
light which is spotted on a section. Here Dave uses medium
cold spot lights on the office,
warm spots on the nursery, and
medium warm spots on the
homestead.
And finally, Dave clarifies for
the audience and elicits from
them the desired response
through various lighting tricks
such as the bright light representing the supreme being at the
top of the symbolic ladder.

Student
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Student Thesis Reveals
Travail Of Ellis Island

FIVE

"Mrs. Mac" Manufactures Good
Will; Two Jobs Benefit Women

By Alison Mann
homesick for the fields that they
In the shadow of the Statue of had farmed in their native
A well-known person here at
Liberty in New York harbor countries.
Bates is Mrs. Paul Mclntire. If
lies Ellis Island, for many years
Music is a common language this name perhaps sounds unthe temporary headquarters of that needs no interpreters. Many familiar to you, it is because she
Europeans immigrating to Amer- immigrants arrived with guitars is called Mrs. Mac by almost
ica. Although it has recently and mandolins slung over their everyone on campus. In addition
been fashionable to speak dis- backs by bright colored straps. to being the House Director of
paragingly
of
Ellis
Island, Play Music
Hacker and Chase, she is the
Louise Baker found, in doing reIn the early years of immigra- Hostess at the Women's Union.
search for her thesis on its his- tion they would play folk songs Through these positions, Mrs.
tory, that the Island has had and classics, but in the 1920's Mac extends guidance, advice,
some heartwarming and humor- many were singing American and just plain friendliness to the
ous, as well as pitiful incidents. popular songs. The words to "On Bates students.
the Banks of the Wabash" was
Bring Shoes, Cheese
She says that her interest in |
Many immigrants arrived with the only English known by the occupation which she holds'
only cheap paper suitcases con- three Polish girls on their way developed "through contact with
taining only an extra pair of old to Indiana.
The annual Christmas party young people in my own famshoes.
On
closer inspection
ily." For, prior to becoming a j
Bologna sausage would be found was always a big event: here part of the Bates administration I
were
found
the
brightest
cosin one shoe and soft, sticky Italtumes from remote villages all staff, Mrs. Mac's job was that
ian cheese in the other.
of a wife and mother.
Amid the confusion of lan- over Europe. The party opened
guage barriers, disease, and mis- with a prayer and the singing of Hails From Portland
Her family lived in Portland,
understanding, the employees of "America".
Ellis Island found a true test of Give Christmas Cheer
Maine, where her husband was
Christmas greetings and an- a teacher and school supervisor.
their patience.
When one child was found to thems of all nations followed, She has two sons, one of whom
J now a dentist in Portland,
have scarlet fever, the orderlies and the program ended with a | is
took the child to the hospital on tall priest from San Salvatore while the other is a professor at "Mrs. Mac," as she is affectionately known, enjoys a fewl
a stretcher. The frenzied mother Church in New York City lead- the University of New Hamp- leisure moments of reading at the Women's Union.
began attacking and beating her ing a line of Italian boys and shire. She is also the proud
(Photo by Schmidt, Perley)
guards and even tried to throw girls dressed in red robes and grandmother of five granddaughwhite cottas around the stage ters and a grandson.
herself into the bay.
"there is never a dull moment." from 4 to 5:30.
singing mass.
Employees Need Patience
Mrs. Mac has been at Bates Perhaps one of her most interNational differences and fear
In the meantime, there are
It took patience and under- of a strange country were for- since September of 1950. She re- esting duties is the greeting of
standing on the part of the em- gotten in the gay, universal cel- ports that she has found her job guests of the college who stay usually three or four girls in
the Maple Room studying for an
ployees to convince her that her ebration.
here pleasant and satisfying, for at the Women's Union.
hour exam. The evening is apt
child was not going to be taken
Famous Visitors
to find one of the college clubs
away forever.
Among the more famous visi- being entertained by a speaker
The employees worked to Inquiring Reporter
tors whom she recalls meeting in the reception room or the
make the institutional buildings
are Judge and_ Mrs. Medina, smoking room.
more attractive, bringing in
drama critic Walter Kerr, Sena- "The Glad Hand"
potted plants and flowers, in ortor Margaret Chase Smith, and
der to give the immigrants a
Mrs. Mac says that she enjoys
the ambassadors who took part her work first, because of the
more hospitable first impression
of America.
many friendships growing from
Question — "How in your the hours when it is open to co- in last fall's conferences.
Mothers and children slept on opinion can Bates better 'get on eds.
Living right at the Union, Mrs. her contact wilh students, and
luggage while fathers and hus- the ball' socially?"
"Allowing the girls' dorms Mac observes "a good cross-sec- second, in her own words, —
bands tried to get rid of the red
more
than one house party a tion of campus activity." She because "I have contact with
Madeline Sawyer — "Before
tape in order to get ashore as
year
would
increase the number cites a typical day's happenings many of the students coming to
Bates can bring about any real
soon as possible. Always there
of
social
events
and help squelch as follows: in the morning, a girl use the facilities of the Union
improvement in the social life,
was an endless sea of ragged imthe
complaint
that
"There's nev- might use the kitchen to make whom I wouldn't meet otherit must first arouse the construcmigrants holding their two most
cookies for a dorm party. Dur- wise."
tive interest of the students. er anything going on'. Although
prized
possessions — passport
ing the afternoon, perhaps a
Bates
has
many
limitations,
it
Also, the existing social opporShe is always glad to welcome
papers and children.
group will make preparations for
can
provide
an
adequate
social
tunities should be used to better
students
at the Union and give
Serves As Gateway
life if it utilizes its existing fa- a co-ed supper party to be held them special suggestions for
advantage.
later in the day.
One commissioner stressed the
cilities."
planning parties or showers, or
role of Ellis Island as a gateway, Improvise For Present
Ben Mazza — "Very much Many Interests Accommodated
suggest the names of caters for
A student union, providing a needed for improvement in the
not as a hotel system, declaring
From 2 to 4 there are probably more formal entertaining. Mrs.
that its accommodations should place for informal gatherings, social life is a place for spon- a few students listening to the Mac tries to promote a friendly,
dancing, games, and just gener- taneous social gathering, devoid
resemble an army barracks.
new hi-fi set in the smoking relaxed atmosphere at the Union
Commissioner Howe, in 1916, al co-educational entertaining of blue slips and red tape. Ideal room. Campus Relations Com- and to create there for the stuhowever, obtained more guards would add a lot to the social pro- for this would, of course, be a mittee meetings are often held dents a home away from home.
and put benches outside on the gram. Until one is provided how- co-ed union, having fewer relawn, which made it possible for ever, the students should make strictions on being able to gather
about if more girls appeared the idea of having a Sadie Hawmose immigrants to go outside. use of the Women's Union and together.
kins dance later in the year is a
more appealing to more boys.
the
Chase
Hall
basement
during
Many were peasants who were
'Cherchez La Femme"
good one.
Past
"Instead of sitting back and
Improvements
The social functions this past Pipe Dream or Reality?
complaining, men and women
"I do feel that something very
Spring Is Back And So Is DAIRY JOY!
should work and strive construc- year have greatly improved, but
tively and show their enthusiasm it will take understanding and nice could come of the Women's
At the Corner of Sylvan Avenue and Sabattus Street
and desire for better social equal co-operation of both the Union, now equipped with the
— "Try Our Sundays Any Day Of The Week" —
events, which in turn may in- men and women and their re- Hi-fi record player. I also think
spire the administration to work spective student governments to that Chase Hall could work out
along with them. There must be bring about better social life." yet, if it were open daily.
Ruth Zimmerman — "Perhaps
"It would, of course, be wona removal of the latent 'I don't
care' attitude by both men and the biggest boost we could give derful if the students could get
women if they wish to enjoy to the social conditions at Bates together themselves and fix
themselves at social functions. would be to have more compan- Chase Hall. This may be just a
"I also feel that a great im- iable events, such as bike rides pipe dream, but something defiprovement could be brought and canoe trips, and I think that nitely has got to be done."
You may want to learn more about a growing

Students Suggest Means
To Better Bates Socially

Undecided about your future?

organization, with young and progressive management, in a most essential industry . . . Prosperity,
Casualty, and Marine Insurance. With over a
century of successful experience, and offices
throughout the country, this company today is
looking for the men who will someday fill important executive positions. Mr. Richard B. Doyle,
our company's representative, will visit your campus April 16. Contact the Guidance and Placement
Service for further information or write: "The
Atlantic Co.", 49 Wall St., New York 5, N Y.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Open Daily Year 'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Road, Auburn, Maine

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

Tel. 4-7671

JEWELERS
tUNCCttM

50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241
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Frosh Dominate
Bobkitten Team
By Norm Levine

By Ed Gilson
Coach Bob Hatch and his eager
crew of jayvees got down to serious work this week following
the return from spring vacation.
During the week the small
squad held separate drills from
the varsity, but on Saturday the
two squads mingled together for
a limited game scrimmage in the
cage.

With the baseball opener against Bowdoin only about a.
week away, the question is — can the Garnet pastimers pose
a serious threat to the defending champion University of
Maine and this year's pre-season favorite, the Colby Mules?
Many faces are gone from last year's lineup. Among them
are Captain Emmett Atwater, Spence Hall, and Bob Reny.
Reny, the All-State catcher in 1954, played only part of last Frosh Compose Team
season due to a knee injury. However, in the games he play- The team is composed almost
ed his booming bat and fine handling of pitchers was in- in its entirety by freshman pervaluable. Hall and Atwater were the first line Bobcat key- formers. Hatch is optimistic as to
stone combination for three years.
the outcome of the season and
"" On the other side of the ledger, the Garnet will once again hopes to do well with the matehave the services of ace left-hander Fred Jack, Captain Bob rial that he has on hand. The
Dunn at first, hard-hitting Bob Martin at third, and out- jayvees are seriously lacking refielders Ralph Davis and Phil Carletti.
serve strength in almost every
Dunn will be trying for an unprecedented three straight position.
series batting championships. He won the title in 1954 as a Furnishing the opposition for
sophomore, with an average of .438 and his .420 took first the jayvees will be local high
place again last year. Dunn's closest competitor last year schools, some of whom promise
was Colby's Don Dunbar who hit .387.
to give the frosh ladened team a
Colby this year, seems to be the leading contender for the run for its money. Included
state title. The Mules have a solid, fine-hitting infield of among these are MCI, South
Barkey Boole at third, Dunbar at short, Charlie Morrissey Portland High, and Bridgton
at second, and "Rube" Rice at first. John Jubinsky, the Colby Academy. Edward Little of Auburn and Lewiston High will also
catcher, is another reason why the Mules are favored.
Maine, although they have lost almost their entire pitching tangle with the Bobkittens. The
staff, is still strong. They will be led by their veteran catcher season's opener will take place
Angie LoCicero. Bowdoin with an all-veteran team cannot be April 20th on Lewiston High's
home field.
counted out of the race.
Both Maine and Colby have been doing an outstanding Infield Set
job as representatives of Maine State baseball on their Working out at third base are
southern trips the past two weeks. They have beaten many Jack Harvey and Wally Neff.
good teams including Princeton, Upsala, Georgetown, Cath- Both show much promise at the
olic University, and Howard, while losing only a few games. position, in fact Harvey is curThese southern trips are partly the reason that Colby and rently working out with the varMaine have recently dominated State Series baseball. The sity.
trip and the valuable experience it gives is comparable to At shortstop is Sawin Millett
the advantage spring training gives a football squad. In a who will team with Bill Hoag in
season such as this one appears due to become, with the handling the keystone chores.
'Cats unable to get outside for even a single day so far, the Both cover the ground well and
will be vital to the team's suctrip is of an even greater advantage.
TEN YEARS AGO
The appearance of the 1956 football slate on the recently
distributed spring sports schedules brings to mind the fact
that it was ten years ago, 1946, that Bates saw its greatest
day on the gridiron. The '46 edition of the Garnet was the
last undefeated 'Cat football team. The only other Bates
undefeated teams were in 1897 and 1898. Not only was this
great 'Cat team undefeated and untied, it was almost unscored on. The only team to score a touchdown on the Garnet was Tufts, while the University of Maine scored 4 points
against the 'Cats on two safeties. Altogether the Garnet outscored their opponents 89 to 10.
The season opened with a 6-0 victory over the highly
favored University of Massachusetts team. The Bobcats had
a tiny twenty-seven man squad, while Mass State dressed
about fifty men for the game. The second game again saw
the Garnet as the underdog against a powerful Trinity club.
The 'Cats, however, had little trouble in rolling over the
team from Hartford 25-0. In writing up the game in the
STUDENT, George Emmerling '49, said "Every player on
the 27 man squad made the trip and saw some action."
The third game was played at the Tufts Oval on October
12, 1946. Tufts was smarting from a 49-0 defeat at the hands
of Harvard the week before and was out for revenge. The
'Cats, however, were equal to the occasion and came home
with a 19-6 win. The next game saw the Garnet coast to a
20-0 victory over Northeastern in the first home game of
the season.
Thus it was that the Bobcats brought their undefeated
record into State Series competition against their first opponent, the University of Maine. This game was the toughest
of the season for the Garnet as they trailed 2-0 early in the
game. A goal line stand on the one yard line by the 'Cats
and an intentional safety produced a hard-fought 7-4 victory. The Garnet scored on an exciting 21 yard run to beat
upsided minded Bowdoin 6-0 in the '46 Homecoming game.
Thousands of faithful alumni went into delirious joy and
went home with more memories they will never forget. The
final game saw the Bobcats slush their way to a 6-0 win over
Colby in a driving rain storm. The scoring record of 89-10
made Bates the top defensive team in the country.
BELATED CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are in order for John Manteiga due to
the final N.C.A.A. statistics released last week. Manteiga
finished eighth in New England scoring, behind such great
stars as Tom Heinsohn of Holy Cross and Kevin Thomas of
Boston University. He was also fifty-seventh high scorer in
the nation for small colleges with a 21.1 average per game.
Nice going!!

cess.
Rounding out the infield is
Wendell Maclntire at first base.
Other infielders are Rick Dailey
and Dave Walsh but these along
with John "Hoop" Hooper, Whiz
Holman, and Barry Moores will
undoubtedly see action in the
outfield.
Behind the plate will be Dave
Smith and behind him there is
no one. The pitching chores will
be up to Bob Finnie, Ray Castlepoggi, and George Dresser.
Dresser may be counted on to
fill in at catcher and in the outfield if needed.
Reserve Strength Weak
Most of the Bobkittens will be
playing varsity ball in the years
to come and this is the time
when they'll be groomed for the
job.

Steinberg Leads Netsters
TowardFirst Match Vs MIT
By Bob Finnie
Varsity tennis opens this year
on April 21, with an engagement
with the courtsmen from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
on the basketball court of the
Alumni Gymnasium
Weather Problem
Ordinarily, the matches would
be held outdoors on clay courts,
but the snow on the ground
doesn't seem to realize that
spring is here and it must melt in
order to enable both the tennis
and the baseball teams to play
outside.
According to Coach Robert
Peck, who successfully piloted the

Varsity Golf Squad
To Lack Experience
The Bobcat varsity golf team,
undetermined up to now due to
heavy losses via graduation and
the snow laden grounds, faces a
rugged schedule beginning April
26th with the University of Rhode
Island.
The only remaining mainstay
of last year's squad is Charlie
Schmutz '57 of Great Neck, N.
Y. Schmutz, who consistently
shoots in the high 70's and low
80's, will take on the unpleasant
chore of being the workhorse of
an otherwise inexperienced outfit.
Schedule Is Tough
The first five games on the slate
are all away games, the first
three being in a row. Among the
top flight clubs furnishing opposition besides Rhode Island are
Boston University, Tufts, Maine,
and defending state champs,
Bowdoin, As to where the Garnet
ends up in State Series competition is uncertain but the outlook
at the moment is anything but
bright.
Golf Pro Harlan Gilman of
Martindale Country Club in Auburn will be on hand to render
valuable golfing guides to the
newcomers.
Team Practices Despite Snow
Athletic Director Lloyd Lux
has established practice times for
those trying out and last week,
despite the snow, many were
practicing behind Pettigrew and
on Garcelon Field.
The annual State Tournament,
featuring individual play, will
be at Bowdoin, May 21-22. The
only Bates performer in the past
ten years to capture this event
was Lynne Willsey '54.

Bates basketball team in his initial season this year, the indoor
match will be an advantage to his
men, because they are more familiar with the pecularities of
the game as it is played on a
hardwood floor than the MIT
forces.
Nevertheless, the strength of
his team will depend not on peculiarities, but on the ability of
his men, and Coach Peck feels
that this squad will be at least
as strong as the one which represented Bates last year.
Capt. Steinberg. Meilen Vets
He bases much of this on the
fact that two good-performing
veterans of last season's team will
be on hand for the '56 court
wars. Pete Meilen, a sophomore
letterman, and Dick Steinberg,
captain of the team, have shown
up for practice in good condition,
and playing a steady brand of
tennis. They seem to have a slight
edge on other members of the
squad, but there is actually little
to choose between the first six
members of the varsity.
Sophomore Phil Feinsot, freshmen Aram Miller and Craig Parker all have potential and will
Bee much action this year. Right
on their heels come juniors Jim
Pickard and Dud Moses, and
seniors Ray Becerra and Jim
Weiner.
After the initial match with
MIT the squad will have five
straight contests away from
home. These will be with Babson,
Clark, Tufts, Maine, and Bowdoin, respectively.
After this comes what will
probably prove to be the highlight of the season; the State
Tourney which has the usual
Maine contestants. This is to be
played right here at Bates on
May 21, exactly one month after
the start of the season.

Have "You" Had
THE

"SHISH
RABAB"

WANTED
STUDYING HARD?
TAKE A BREAK,
COME EAT
at

COOPER'S

Spend June thru September as
mother's helper to infant in lovely ocean front home, Marblehead,
Mass. Room and board. Salary
$15.00 weekly.
Call 4-5188.

DINNER
Yet
P 7 ?

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

Sabattua Street
We Serve The Best

69 SABATTUS STREET

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bate* St.
Tel. 3-0031
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BGR Holds Slim
Intramural Lead
As the campus intramural program heads into the home stretch,
J. B. holds a slim one-point lead
over the Bardwell-Garcelon-Russell combine, 304 to 303, with
Roger Bill third with a total of
289 points. With only the spring
schedules remaining to be played,
it looks as though these three
dorms will be batting it out right
down to the wire. Smith Middle,
with a 163 total, is fourth and it
appears that they will not be able
to catch the other three.
Roger Bill Loses Lead
Until the Chase Hall tourneys,
Roger Bill held a fairly commanding 46 point lead over J. B.,
287 to 241, but both J. B. and
Bardwell-Garcelon-Russell gained valuable ground, while Roger
Bill tailspinned.
In the cribbage tournament,
both groups gained 18 points, but
in both billiards and pool Bardwell-Garcelon-Russell dominated,
19 to 8 and 28 to 24. J. B. took a
13 to 7 win in the bowling rolloffs,
however, and thus they lead by
the slim one-point margin. By
managing to take one point only
in each of the bowling and billiard tournaments, Roger Bill
suffered, and had to relinquish its
lead. '
R. B. Gains Points
Up until that time, the boys
over the administration offices
had worked up their lead due to:
107 points in volleyball, 50 points
in soccer, 58 points in football,
and 72 points in basketball, 20 extra points due to the accomplishment of its "C" league unit in
grabbing off the campus championship.

Phil Rizzuto
Fielder's Glove.

$16.95.

Cindermen WorkingHard Dunn, Jack To .Lead 'Cats;
Prepare For Busy Season State Series Rivals Tough
By Pete Ailing
An anxious spring track squad,
which started their season March
19, is anticipating the departure
of the remaining snow so that
they can evacuate the restricted
cage in favor of more spacious
Garcelon Field.

definite potential and has been
constantly improving. "Woody"
Parkhurst, who heaves the same
hammer and discus, and Jim
Wheeler, a handy man with the
shot put and discus, figure to garner some more valuable points
this season.

Ladd to Aid Team
Slovenski looks for aid from
four more promising performers,
in particular, Bob Ladd, Jim
Graham, Dave Erdman, and
Maynard Whitehouse. Ladd, injured during the winter season,
could help out in the one and two
mile runs, while Whitehouse
looks good in the 440 and 880-yd.
runs,
as does Graham in the 220
Of course Capt. Jim Riopel,
leading point-getter for the win- and 440. Erdman, meanwhile, has
ter squad, heads the distance men shown marked improvement with
in the one and two mile runs. Jim his pole-vaulting. If these four
McGrath, completely healed from should suddenly emerge as tophis recent injury, can be counted flight performers, then the team
on for fine performances in the could pull off some surprising up220 and 440-yd. runs, as can Pete sets this season.
The remaining members of the
Wicks in the 440 and 880, and
Ronnie Stevens in the 100-yd. team and their events include:
dash, the 220, and the pole vault- Pete Post, discus; Bill Taylor,
hammer; Fletch Adams, hammer
ing events.
and discus; Dave Hessler, pole
Neugeulh in 440
j vault; Tom King, broad jump;
Sophomore Bill Neugeuth, an- I Ben Getchell, broad pump and
other 440-yd. performer, will give high jump; Phil Kenny, broad
a good account of himself in the jump and 100-yd. dash; Jack
120-yd. high hurdles and the 220- Keigwin, 100-yd. dash and 220yd. low hurdles. Pete Gartner yd. run; Dick Ades, 220 and 440will prove to be a key to the Bob- yd. run; Fred Bragdon and Art
cats' success if he can regain his Mercereau, 880-yd. run; Ralph
early season high jumping form. Posner and Dick Rowe, 440 and
In the weight events Bates 880-yd. runs; and finally, Bruce
shows more promise this year Farquhar, Ken Lynde, and Dick
than ever due to the improve- Dube, two mile run.
ment shown there during the Maine Champs
In the State Series, this year
winter season. John Fresina, a
hammer and discus man, shows held at Orono, the host Black
Bears will be cast as favorites.
However, there will be a hot
scramble for the runner-up spot
with the Bobcats given as good a
chance as anybody.
Alvin IiiiFielder's Glove,
This season's highlight for the
J26.50.
learn will come April 28th. when
the squad journeys to Middlebury
for the quadrangular meet with
Colby, Middlebury, Middlebury,
and Vermont. The competition
has been traditionally even, despite the fact that the Garnet has
brought home the bacon for the
last three years. The first three
teams always finish within ten
points of each other, so that on a
good day any team could conceivably win.
The season opens with a newcomer, Union College from Schenectady, N. Y., April 21st, and
concludes at M.I.T. for the New
Englands on May 19th.

By John Manteiga
Seven lettermen will be returning to the Garnet baseball
squad, which last year compiled
a 5-11 won-lost record. Another
game, with Colby, ended in a
4-4 tie.
Catching and second base are

Good Nucleus
Coach Walt Slovenski has a
good nucleus to work with, but
once more there is a definite lack
of depth on the squad. This deficiency is noticeable when the
Garnet encounters the bigger
schools whose sheer manpower is
many times overpowering.

Coach Leahey explains finer points to pitchers Jason, Jack,
Colby and Snider.
Coach Chick Leahey's main
problems this season. Both Al
DeSantis and Paul Perry have
been working out behind the
plate and have impressed the
Garnet mentor. Perry has also
been working in the outfield.
Newcomers Fill Openings
The spots left open by last
year's Captain Emmett Atwater
and Spence Hall will be filled by
two of a trio composed of junior
Brian Flynn, freshman Norm
Clarke and newcomer Art Wohllebe. Clarke was a standout performer at Thornton Academy two
years ago.
Versatile Bob
Martin has
moved in from the outfield to
plug up the third base position
and has looked good at the new
post. He is being pressed by another freshman, Jack Harvey.
Capt. Bob Dunn will round out
the infield at first base. Dunn was
chosen on the All-Maine team
last year, and for the second
straight time led the state in batting with a potent .420 mark. He
batted .385 in last year's overall
competition.
Phil Carletti and Ralph Davis
appear to have clinched two of
the outfield berths with Dick
Moraes. Ed Dailey, Bill O'Connell, and Bill Tobin vying for the

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOP

Make your pick
the "pick of the pros"—SPALDING
You'll stop a lot of horsehide with either of these fine
Spalding gloves. These are the very same gloves used
by two great names in baseball—Alvin Dark,* shortstop captain of the New York Giants and Phil
Rizzuto,* veteran shortstop of the New York Yankees.
Both these gloves are made with the-finest leather,
deep grease pocket and solid web in trap. You don't
have to break them in; Spalding does that for you. You
can see the complete Spalding line of fine gloves at
your Spalding dealer's, now.
•Members of Spalding's
Advisory SUIT

remaining position.
Freddy Jack will again bear the
brunt of the pitching duties for
the Bobcats. Jack won more than
half of the Garnet victory total
last year and is expected to again
be the workhorse of the pitching
staff. Dave Colby, who saw con-

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT

SPALDING

Colby Series Threat
State Series competition should
be nip and tuck once again. Colby appears to be the main threat
to dethrone Maine for the title.
The Mules have all but one letterman returning and are well
known for their hitting prowess.
Another factor in Colby's favor
is the fact that they have already
played several games on a vacation tour, as have last year's
champions.
The Black Bears of Orono will
once again be a strong contender.
Although they have lost their
pitching ace of the past three
campaigns, Don Otterstedt, they,
too, have a host of veteran returnees.
Bowdoin was the cellar dweller in last year's Maine Conference but the Polar Bears have a
strong group of sophomore contenders and all of last season's
lettermen with which to work.
The Garnet, although untested
on the mound with the exception
of Jack, pose a serious threat.
The loss of four lettermen seems
to be adequately offset by the
promise of several underclassmen.
Weather Produces Difficulties
Due to scheduling difficulties,
the Maine clubs will meet only
twice, officially, in contrast with
the usual three games. The first
game each team plays against a
Maine opponent will be considered as an exhibition contest.

.. • Finest In ...

ITALIAN FOODS

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES

Pizzas and Ravoli

LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

Our Specialty
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT . . . DELIVERY SERVICE
Dial 2-2061

SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS

siderable service last season, will
be another valuable asset as will
be Bill Snider and Norm Jaosn.
Capt. Dunn can also be called on
for mound duty should it be
necessary.

107 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON. MAINE

at

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
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Placement Office Issues
New Career Information
The Guidance and Placement
Office has released information
on additional career opportunities and summer employment
openings.
Today William Homer of the
Fidelity Mutual Insurance Company is interviewing men interested in the training program
for life insurance field representatives.
Tomorrow men considering
careers in advertising may talk
with Robert Hawes of the J.
Walter Thompson Company.
Atlantic Interviews
Monday Richard Doyle, representative from the Atlantic Company, will be on campus to discuss home office development,
underwriting, and accounting
with interested men.
Tuesday George Ellis will interview men for the Executive
Staff, and Credit and Planning
Departments of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Mass.
Wendell Hayes of the Department of State will discuss opportunities in the Foreign Service at a 4 p. m. group meeting
next Wednesday. Individual interviews may be arranged.
Offer Hospital Career
The New York Hospital has
announced an opening for a statistical research worker; a B.S.
degree is desirable. Anyone interested should write to Frances
Macdonald, Room M-001, New
York Hospital, Cornell Medical
Center, 525 East 68th Street, New
York 21, N. Y.
The American Broadcasting
Company has a variety of career
opportunities for college graduates. Inquiries should be addressed to Marie McWilliams, Director of Personnel, American
Broadcasting Company, 7 West
66th Street, New York 23, N. Y.
Note Publishing. Social Work
The Rand McNally Company
now has a training program for
college graduates in printing
and publishing.
Women preparing for a career
in social work and desiring financial assistance toward graduate school expenses should write
to Mrs. Paul McLaughlin, Chairman of Scholarship Funds, Council of Catholic Women, 244 Main
Street, Hartford, Conn.
Information on Cities Service
Oil Company careers can be obtained from L. F. Bicknell, Personnel Manager, Cities Service
Oil Company, 660 Beacon Street,

New Student Staff

WVBC Schedule
Friday
"The
8:00- 8:15 Guest Star with Nat 8:00- 8:15 Navy Show,
United States Navy
"King" Cole
Band"
8:15- 9:00 Musical Inturlude
8:15- 8:30 Fifteen Minutes of
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
Glenn Miller
Carol Stanley
8:30- 9:00 Spin 'Em Again with
10:00-10:15 Here's to Vets with
Lee Larson
Margaret Whiting
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
10:15-10:30 Musical Interlude
Joan Williams
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with 10:00-10:30 "Drama from MicroBob Raphael
phone 3"
10:30-11:00
Land of Dreams with
Tomorrow
Joan Williams
8:00- 8:15 News with Grant
Saturday
Reynolds
7:00- 8:00 Spotlight on Variety
8:15- 9:00 Night Train with
with Phil Lewis
Pete Meilen
8:00-12:00 Starlight Serenade
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
with Al Cook
Don Reese
Sunday
10:00-10:30 The Paul Steinberg 3-00 5:00 Sunday Symphony
Show
Monday
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with 8:00- 8:15 Sports with Dick
Ken Battershill
Sullivan

8:15- 8:30 Serenade in Blue
8:30- 8:45 The Anna Johnson
Show
8:45- 9:00 Piano Playhouse with
Anita Kastner
9:00-10:00 Classical Music
10:00-10:30 Modern Jazz
with
Joe Roberts
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
Don Reese
Tuesday
8:00- 8:15 Science Review with
Carl Loeb and Don
Robertson
8:15- 8:45 "640 Club" with Carol
Stanley
8:45- 9:00 Musical Interlude
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
Bob Lowden
10:00-10:30 Musical Interlude
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
Bob Lowden

Student Governments Report On
New Ideas From Conferences

Rhythm Kings Play
For Hickories Dance

Tonight

Boston, Mass.
The Newagen Inn at Cape
Newagen has a variety of openings for summer employment.
Anyone interested should write
to Miss Elizabeth Reynolds at
the Newagen Inn.
The Sunset Lodge at Kezar
Lake has need of a male counselor and an office secretary.
Those interested should contact
Sumner Atkins, 44 Dowd Street,
Newington 11, Conn.
Seek Watchmen
There are eight vacancies for
security watchmen at a new
field research project of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute; the monthly salary will
be $190.
Anyone
interested
should write for further information to T. S. Terry Griffin, Assistant Personnel Director.
Students over nineteen years
of age may apply for positions as
service salesmen on the Maine
Turnpike. Those seeking such
In Friday's chapel George
work should contact the station Gardiner introduced members of
manager at any Cities Service the Student Council and Student
station of the Turnpike or write Government who
represented
to Lester Packard, Cities Service Bates at conferences earlier in
Oil Company, 17 Main Street, the year.
Portland.
Jean Dickson
and
Wilma
Announce Exam
Gero of Stu-G attended the CoJFederal Service Entrance Exby conference
while
Orrin
aminations will be given on May
Blaisdell represented Stu-C at
5 for those who have applied by
Tufts conference on March 2-3.
April 19.
Comments On Conferences
Commenting on the value of
these conferences, Gardiner stated that useful information is
gained as to how other councils
function, and that conferences
"help to cement relations among
The new officers of the Outing the Maine colleges."
Club conducted their first meetMiss Dickson noted that the
ing last week, and elected a new theme of the Colby conference
board of directors.
was "World Citizenship in a
Elected to committees of the Liberal Arts College". Colby
board of directors were hikes President Bixler stated that to
and trips, Judith Svirsky and gain world citizenship AmeriJames Dustin; cabins and trails, cans should learn more foreign
Judith Perley and Mark God- languages in school.
fried; publicity, Charlotte Miller
Bixler Speaks
and Harold Springstead; equipHe also pointed out that it is
ment, Eleanor Peck and Anthony
the duty of all liberal arts colParrinello.
leges to give its students flexiChoose New Members
bility of thought, and that the
New members chosen to fill only way to unify the world is
sophomore vacancies on the through education.
Council are Jean Hemingway,
Sandra Johnson, Marilyn Miller,
Lawrence Beer, and Charles
Dings.
Sophomores and Juniors
Twelve freshmen elected to the
Council in the last all-campus who wish to take English 332
Advanced
Composition:
elections include: Patricia Camp- in
bell, Deane Cressy, Donald Crea- Essay, second semester next
sia, John Curtis, Joan Engels, year, must have the permisRobert Finnie, Benjamin Getch- sion of the instructor. Since
ell, Burton Harris, Beverly Paul, Professor Robert G. BerkelBonnie Richman, Joan Spalding, man will be away on sabbatical next semester, all interand Alfred Ziegler.
ested students should contact
him before May 7th.

OC Chooses New
Directors; Elects
Committee Heads

Notice

(Continued from page one)
associate sports editors Edwin
Gilson and Peter Ailing. Assoconcluded Trafton, "it is attackciate sports editor for the past,
(Continued from page one)
year, Levine is secretary of the, cent press conference Gov. Mus- ing the basic assumption of dePublishing Association, and last kie evaded the tax issue by say- mocracy. Let those who would
year acted as business manager ing that "the tax plank is deceive by double talk know that
political morality is the first and
of the Mirror. He also worked on straight-forward and realistic."
both his high school paper and
"If a political party tries to basic qualification for public ofyearbook in Newton, Mass.
mislead the public to win votes," fice."
Continuing as feature editor,
Thomas King will be assisted by
Robert Raphael, associate feature
editor. King was previously assistant feature editor and staff
cartoonist and was a reporter for
Special and Standard
his high school paper in Asbury
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses in
Park, N. J.
Liberal Arts, Business Administration. Education
Marcia Bauch was appointed
— Coeducational — Special Events —
make-up editor. Staff photograhINTERCESSION:
SUMMER SESSION:
ers are Arthur Schmid and JuJune U - 30
July 2 - Aug. 17
dith Perley. Barbara Van Duzer
Write
for
Bulletin
—
Worcester,
Mass.
and Jane Lysaght are the new
circulation managers.

Trafton In Cit Lab

SUMMER SCHOOL
CLARK UNIVERSITY

"How Much Control
Does
Your
Student
Government
Have" was the topic under discussion in the group attended
by Miss Gero. She noted that
there is a trend at Maine colleges towards more student control.
Discuss Honor System
The group discussed the feasibility of establishing an academic honor system as a method
of obtaining this student control. Such a system would mean
that the students would be entirely on their own during tests
and exams.
A student committee at Colby
has already presented a proposal for such a system to the faculty. Miss Gero asked if such
a system would work at Bates,
and concluded that "perhaps the
Bates student body will someday
control their academic atmosphere in the same manner as
the women presently control
their social atmosphere."

As part of Hickory Holiday
week-end, the Hickories Ski
group projected a ski lodge atmosphere into their dance, held
last Saturday evening in Chase
Hall. The Rythm Kings of Lewiston furnished music for dancing.
Co-chairmen of the event were
Ronald Cooke and Joanne Trogler who were assisted by Joan
Spalding and Peggy Fink. Decorations consisted of a mural
of Mount Sugarloaf framed with
skis and crossed ski poles on the
walls, and ski boots and mittens
in front of the fireplace.
Serve Refreshments
Refreshments of cookies and
punch were served in Chase Hall
basement by a committee headed by Katharine Johnson and
James Dustin.
Entertainment
consisted of William Huckabee's
magic tricky David Paige on the
drums, and James Parker playing the accordion. Also a duet
sung by Patricia Allen and Wasil Katz, and a singing group
from Chase House led by Carol
Heldman.

Blaisdell Speaks
Blaisdell commented on a proposal at the Tufts conference Spruce-Up, Dance Postponed
that registration of cars be unSpring Spruce-up and the
der the jurisdiction of the Stusquare dance, originally
dent Council. The advantage of
scheduled
for
Saturday.
such a system is that it would
April 14, have been postadd revenue to the funds of the
poned because of adverse
Council.
weather conditions. The Outing Club has tentatively set
This system would also bring
April 28 as Spruce-up day.
about more uniform enforcement
The square dance will be
of present rules and would be
held that evening.
an additional point of contact
between the Stu-C and the men
of the school.
Concludes Program
Blaisdell concluded the chapel
program with the suggestion that
"the only way students can get
the kind of leadership they want
is to take an active part in the
Stu-C and Stu-G." This includes
bringing problems to the attention of the representatives, and
attending the meetings of these
groups.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
BOB DUNN
PAUL PERRY

STECKINO HOTEL and CAFE
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and American Foods

Steaks - Chops - Salads
Our Specialty
104 MIDDLE STREET
LEWISTON
Dial 4-4151
'Tor Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

